Response to Point-of-Care (POC) Antigen Test Results
Although POC antigen tests for detection of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2), the virus causing coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), have emergency use authorization
(EUA) for evaluation of symptomatic individuals, these testing platforms are also being used for testing
of those who are asymptomatic and have no known specific exposure to COVID-19. These testing
platforms are reported to have high sensitivity and specificity, so false negative and false positive results
should be relatively unusual. However, there have been a number of anecdotal reports of positive results
in asymptomatic individuals followed by negative results obtained from molecular (PCR) testing.
Interpretation of results from antigen testing should be considered in the context of pre-test probabilities.
 A positive result in an individual with symptoms consistent with COVID-19 or with history of
specific exposure to COVID-19 provides presumptive laboratory evidence and the individual
would be classified as a probable COVID-19 case.
 A positive result in an individual with no symptoms and no history of specific exposure to
COVID-19 is recommended to be immediately followed by a PCR test to verify the positive
result.*
 A negative result in an individual with no symptoms and no history of exposure to COVID-19
would be taken at face value and would not require additional follow-up.
 A negative result in an individual with symptoms consistent with COVID-19 would be only
presumptively negative. This individual would continue as a person under investigation pending
verification of that negative antigen test with a negative PCR test. A negative result in an
individual with history of specific exposure to COVID-19 would not eliminate the need for
quarantine.
 Per current case definition, a positive antigen test provides presumptive laboratory evidence for
SARS-CoV-2 infection and is alone sufficient for identification as a probable case of COVID-19.
Consequently, any individual with a positive antigen test (including those who are asymptomatic
and have no known COVID-19 exposure history) should be considered presumptively positive and
placed in isolation pending results of follow-up PCR testing. However, as this classification has
substantial impact upon the individual, potential contacts, and public health response, a
determination of the validity of the test result, as outlined below, is critical. If follow-up or
confirmatory testing is not performed in this situation then the individual will be considered a
probable case and release from isolation will follow current Kentucky Department for Public
Health guidance. Additionally, contact investigation will be performed and exposed contacts
placed in quarantine as indicated.
*It is recommended that any positive antigen result in an asymptomatic, unexposed individual be
immediately followed by a PCR test to verify the positive result. This follow-up specimen should be
collected within 24 hours of the original test, if possible; specimens collected greater than 48 hours after
the initial specimen may lead to discordant results related to a change in viral dynamics over the course of
the infection. If the PCR is negative on an appropriate specimen collected in the proper timeframe and
the individual has remained asymptomatic, then the antigen test would be considered a false positive and
the individual not counted as a COVID-19 case. If additional verification is felt to be necessary, a second
PCR test could be performed on a specimen collected >24 hours after the initial PCR specimen.
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